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In the Supreme Court of the
State of Utah

DON D. CHAMBERLAIN, et al,
Plaintiff and Appellant,
vs.

CASE
NO. 7934 ·

ARTHUR MONTGOMERY, JAMES

W. GOUGH and EDWIN OVER,
Defendants and Respondents

APPELLANT·s BRIEF

Plaintiff Don D. Chamberlrun is herein referred to as
plaintiff or appellant. [)efendants are referred to herein
by name.
The lower right hand corners of the pages of the record
and transcript have been numbered consecutively with a
blue-colored numbering stamp. References to :both record ·
and transcript are made by references to these numbers,
as follows: (R.
) , listing page number, a dash, and
line number.
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STATEMENT OF FACTS
The mining property in question had been operated by
other parties many years prior to location by the parties
to the present action. Extensive tunnels and drifts through
limestone and through less·solid matter chad been developed
by previous operators.

Defendants Arthur Montgomery and Edwin Over made
a location on the property in 1937, and extracted therefrom
a considerable quantity of mineral nodules called verascite,
of interest as museum items :and -to eollectors af mineral
specimens. They desi~ted .the_ claim ·as the ·Little Green
Monster Lode .Mining Claim.
James .H. Chamberlain, father of plaintiff Don D.
Chamberlain, had .mining :pr.apet.fies .in the vicinity of the
subject property. When he observed .no activity on the
property in the summer of 1940, :he ·decided to watch the
property during the following year and then file a location.
He engaged a profes~ional engineer, Junius J. Hayes,
to watch the property and to determine if the assessment
work was done during the assessment year ending July 1.
1941 (R. 49-9; 72-16).
Mr. Hayes visited the property in the swnmer of 1940.

,Again .i:r:t Jate :February or early .March, 1941, Mr. Hayes
made -inspections .and observations and .reported that no
work had been performed (R. 49-11).
During May and June, 1941, Mr. Hayes inspected the
property several.times and surveyed the tunnels, drifts, and
workings of the claim, with the help, at different times, of
several different men (R. 51-4). The only evidence found by
these men of work done on the claim was as follows:
a. A pile of dirt on the dump outside the entrance to
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the main tunnel, estimated as approximately the work of
one man. day (ij,. 56-13) .
b. A layer of new dirt on the floor of a chamber in
the right-hand drift, from overhead gouging, estimated at.
approximately one or two days' work (R 70-17).
During the period of Mr. Hayes' inspections and survey, an Affidavit of Work Done was filed on behalf of defendants Montgomery and Over (dated May 13, 1941). (R.
197-Exhibit A).
Mr. Hayes and Mr. Crawford noticed said affidavit
posted at the mine, made a careful inspection and concluded
that the amount of rock and dirt claimed to have been removed could not possibly have been done, or they would
have noticed evidence of it (R. 81-17). Others concurred,
who inspected the tunnels and drifts of the mine (R. 91-8;
92-28; 107-1, fwd.; 114-1).
Defendant Gough was hired by defendants Montgomery
and Over to perform the assessment work for the asse.ssment year ending July 1, 1941. With the exception of the
pile of new dirt on the dump, defendant Gough and his helpers claim to have done the work listed in the affidavit in a
secret chamber of the mine, and to have deliberately concealed the evidence of their work by covering up _the entrance to said secret chamber as they.left (R. 130-18) ~
Inspection and me;;1surement by Mr. Hayes, his asso. ·
ciates, ·and J. H. Chamberlain convinced them that the a1..:
leged work had not peen done, and on July 2, 1941, J. H.
Chamberlain made aJocation of the Green Gem· Lode Mining Claim, covering substantially the same area: as the·.Uttle
Green Monster Lode Mining Claim (See Map R. 8)·.
Defendant Gough subsequently received one-third in-terest in the Little Green Monster Claim. Both factions
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caused:~filings

t-o -;be~ made, which filings were stipulated in
the lower court, to have complied. with the requirements
of~law it:tlleir ~respective -titles. as of July 2, 1941, were satisfactory~-

.. ··Not until the death of J. H. Chamberlain in 1949 did
defendants institute procedures to obtain a patent upOn the
Little Green Monster LOOe Mining Claim. Plaintiff Don D.
Chamberlain succeeded to the -interest of his father in the
Green Gem. Lode Mining Claim, and instituted this action
to support an-adverse claim .opposing issuance of patent to
defendants.
The case was tried .to the ·court, and judgment was for
defendants. Plaintiff Don. D .. Chamberlain appeals.
STATEMENT OF POINTS

POINT I
The Q_uestionable performance of concealed, secret assessment work does not fulfill the good faith which is inherent in mining law.
ARGUMENT
.POINT I
,THE QUESTIONABLE PERFORMANCE OF CONCEALED, SECRET ASSESSMENT WORK DOES NOT
FULFill., THE GOOD EAlTH WHICH IS INHE~NT IN
MINING LAW.
This appeal is brought on the single proposition that
~ty should not permit a claim to be held by the alleged
pe~ormance of assessment work which is deliberately concealed from the view .of other persons interested in the
pr~perty. Appellant has not found a single case in which
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concealed work has ever been advocated to a court as being valid as assessment work. ·:Counsel has been infonned
that many mining companies with vast active wuiergroWld ·
workings traditionally do their assessment work on the surface as evidence of their good faith development of the
claims.
Prior to our recording laws, visible assessment work
was its own evidence of good faith development of the claim.
The recording laws merely provide a means making a permanent public record of the work asserted to have been
done. When a physical inspection of th~ workings indicates
the affidavit to be false, the one who has concealed the work
should suffer the full consequence of his concealment; in
this case, relocation of the claim.
By concealing the work allegedly performed, thus .lead. · ing plaintiff and hi.s associates to act to their detriment, ·defendants should be estopped from asserting same.
Foll~g are citations defining the necessity ot good
faith in assessment work:
". . . . the law contemplates that the labor or
improvements, actual and valuable,. to .the amount of
one hundred dollars in each year . . . . should
be performed in good faith." 624 Lindley on Mines,
Third Edition, p . 1532, citing Morgan v. Tillottson, 73
Cal. 520, 15 Pac. 88, ·89.
The same teXt .continues:
''There is probably no single provision of. the law
which .is evaded to a greater extent than this one.
While, of course, there are many exceptions, the average
locator exhausts his ingenuity in attempting to avoid
this plain and wholesome requirement. The courts are
disposed to deal with these drones in the hive with
much more leniency than they deserve.· The statute
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6.
~s .<too. frequently applied on sentimental lines. For_feitures, ·say these tribunals., are odious, and in many
. cases the reluctance with which they enforce the law
encourageS,· rather than· deters, ·the systematic evasion
of it."

. "As was, said by the supreme· court of the United
·States, speaking through Justice Miller,
'Clearly, the purpose was . . . . to require
.every person Who asserted an exclusive right to
his discovery or claim to expend something of labor ·or value on it as· evidence of his good faith,
and to show that he was not acting on the principle of the dog in the manger.''' Chambers v. Harrington, 111 U. S. 350, 353, 4 Sup. Ct. Rep. 428,
28 L. ed. 452.
· Concealed work in secret chambers does not fulfill the
requirement of good faith in assessment work nor the element of showing evidence of goOd faith intention to hold
and· develop the claim.
''The object of the law requiring annual work is,
that the holder of a mining claim shall give substantial
· evidence of his good faith." Royston v. Miller, 76 Fed.
50, 52 .

. "A liberal construction should be given to the mining laws, but it should not be so liberal as to authorize
a claim to be held without representation." 629 Lindley on Mines, Third Edition, pp. 1542, 1543, citing McCulloch v. Murphy, 125 Fed. 147, 149; Whalen Cons.
Copper Co. v. Whalen, 127 Fed. 611, 613; Remmington
v. Baudit, 6 Mont. 138, 9 Pac. 819, 821; Honaker v. Martin, 11 Mont. 91, 27 Pac. 397, 398.
"The element of good faith is always important in
the determination of questions involving the perform-
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T
anee of annual-labor,
. ." Kinsley v. ·New Vulture M. Co., 11 Ariz..66, 90 :Pac. ·438, 439, 110 .P.ac.
1135.
Undley concludes:

''Qmsidering the manifest object ,and purpose of
the law requiring annual development -work as a .condition upon which the locator's estate is to be perpetuated, the -courts and -the land department -will Teadily
discriminate .between .a ~bona .fide effort to fulfill _jts
.requirements and a fraudulent attempt to evade it,,.and
this applies to work done, .or pretended to,be done, without as well as within the limits of a ·particular claim
or group ·of claims. The ·tribunals do not measure a
'locator's :acts :by ha:rd~and..fa.Bt- Jines, but ~they .will
:readily detect ·the- difference between -the genuine and
the sham." 631 Lindley on Mines, Third .Edition, _p.
1565.
Our own Utah Court

~peaks

.of the "practical miner

acting in good faith,'' sa.~g that the court should not substitute its judgment for that of the miner. Mielich v. Tintic
Standard M. Co., 60 Utah 569, 211-Pac. 686. But the existence of good faith should be judged by the ·facts and circumstances, and defendant Gough~ ·aeti.vities Jeave much
to be desired in this regard.
In the activities of defendants, not -only is there an :absence of good faith, but there is·:evidence .of .a very definite·
presence of active bad faith:
a. Defendant Gough's affidavit (R. 1-97, Exh. ''A")
alleged that the purported work was done between April
8, 1941, and June 30, 1941. Apparently Mr. Gough wanted
to leave time in which to carry out the work he intended to
do but swore was already. done.
b. The same affidavit alleged ·receipt of ·the money _
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8.

for doing the assessment work. This falsehood, under oath,
was.·.proved to· be false by Mr.. Gough's own testimony. He
didn't receive payment until after the affidavit had been
filed (R. 139-30) .

·_. c·. ·

Defendant Gough;· by ·his own admission, violated
the trust placed in hini by · defendants Montgomery and
Over, in that he violated their express instructions to do the
assessment work in the fissure area in the main drift (R.
12~-7). ·Yet, abandoning instructions, he went to the righthand drift, and, q¢te out of the spirit of the instructed assessme~t wor~, decided to go after the green nodules (R.
128-23)-. Montgomery's letter (R. 197, Exh. 3), while stating appreciation for the assessment work done by Gough,
expresses displeasure at his actually mining the verascite.
"However, I don't know as we are so pleased about your
mining t~e variscite (sic)", showing a violation of instructions. ~~· Gough justifies this violation by showing a distiUst m'hl.s employers, saying he was "going to make sure
that I got paid." (R. 131-28).
.

'

-

-

· .... pd. .Continuing evidence of his· bad faith, Mr. Gough
retained veriscite specimens for himself (R. 134-29) , though

he was instructed to .ship ·the nodules, and, in turn, they
would select some· specimens and ship to him (R. 197-Exh.
3).
Had Mr Gough performed the work as instructed, no
question would have been raised. The evidence would have
been visible. Good faith would have been shown.
By concealing his alleged work, he led observers to believe that his affidavit was a sham. Mr. Gough should suf-
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CONCLUSION

fer the consequences of his concealment, not the plaintiff.
The judgment of the lower court should be reversed,
and the appellant should be awarded the property, with his
costs here and in the lower court.
Respectfully submitted,
M. J .. PAXMAN
VERNO,N SNYDER
Attorneys for Plaintiff
and Appellant
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